*NOTE: Due to the limited availability of course offerings in this area, courses from this list and the above list may be freely combined without prior permission from the college.

ARH 366J GOYA IN CONTEXT
EUS 346 11-THE SPANISH INQUISITION
LAS 315 AZTECS AND SPANIARDS
LAS 328 LOST WORLDS: UTOPIAS/DISTOPIAS
LAS 328 3-AFRO-LUSO-BRAZILIAN WORLDS
LAS 370P 2-INTRO TO LIT & CUL
LAS 370P 3-CONTEMPORARY BRAZILIAN FILM
LAS 370S 27-INTRO TO LITERATURES/CULS
POR 322C CONF CRS IN LUSO-BRAZILIAN CIV
POR 328C INTRO TO LIT & CUL
POR 344 LUSO-MIGRATIONS:PORTUGAL/BRAZ
SPN 326K INTRO TO SPN LIT BEFORE 1700
SPN 326L INTRO TO SPN LIT SINCE 1700
SPN 328C INTRO TO LITERATURES/CULS
SPN 350 MDVL IBERIA: ORIGS OF HISP CUL
SPN 350K 2-VIOLENCE IN SPANISH FILM
SPN 351 DON QUIJOTE & EARLY MOD WORLD
SPN 352 CHILDREN'S LIT:SPAIN/LAT AMER
SPN 353 SOCIOLINGUISTICS
SPN 355 CULT CONTACT COLONIAL SPN AMER
SPN 355 7-EAST/WEST/NEW WRLD ENCNTRS
SPN 357 WRITING THE OTHER SPAIN/LAT AM
SPN 357 SPANISH TRANSLATION
SPN 357 2-CULS INCNT MOD SPAIN
SPN 376 VIOLNC & IDENT EARLY MOD SPAIN